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There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature - the assurance that dawn

comes after night, and spring after winter.”                                                                                  

~ Rachel Carson                                                                                                                          

Naval families at Kattaboman are very fortunate and blessed to stay close to nature surrounded by a

wide variety of flora, fauna and serene environment. The theme selected by NWWA Kattaboman for

Varuni “Togetherness in blissful natural habitat” is therefore very apt.                                         

Nature is known to create an ecosystem that contributes to our good health, refresh the mind and

relax the body. It is also a healer that plays a vital role in refurbishing our physical and emotional

well-being. NWWA has always worked to promote healthy lifestyle and protect nature as it binds us

together and generates positivity.                                                                                                    

NWWA Kattaboman has conducted a number of activities during the lockdown including online

Yoga sessions and medical lectures to create awareness on healthy living and environment

preservation amongst the naval fraternity, especially the younger generation. 

   .

   .

   .

  .

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT NWWA (ER)

Jai Hind

Mrs DEVINA JAIN
President, NWWA (ER)
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It is an honour and a pleasure as a Naval wife to work

for NWWA. It was a year full of learning experience

with talented, dedicated and vibrant ladies of

Kattabomman.                                                           

The tenure started with an important event of the year,

the visit of Mrs Devina Jain, President NWWA Eastern

Region from 20 Jan 2020 - 22 Jan 2020. It was a

valuable learning and prominent guidance from

Mrs Jain to handle my maiden NWWA President

duties. Special Milan was organized and renovated

Beauty parlour was inaugurated by Mrs Jain.            

The year started off on a positive note followed by

NWWA Diwas celebrations. Thereafter we had honour

of conducting special Milan for Mrs Geetha Ashok

President NWWA on 11 March 2020. Mrs Ashok

inaugurated Table Tennis arena for families.                

Later Unfortunately Covid 19 pandemic started in India

bringing pause to our day to day life. May be a way of

Mother Nature telling us to know the importance of

health, loved ones and uncertain times.                       

This edition of Varuni showcases the "Togetherness

in Blissful Natural Habitat” in an outlying unit with

serene and natural social distancing. When the

country was under complete lockdown our families

could afford to follow odd-even day's routine to come

out for grocery shopping or evening walks.               

Flora and fauna, dancing peacocks, hopping hares,

spotted deers, migratory birds bringing natural

peace and calmness to our mind and body which

was a blessing for our families.                                 

In August, while doing my Sakhi duties I interacted with

about 150 ladies individually which comprise of Navy,

DSC, MES and Defense Civilian to enquire about their

well-being during this challenging times. It was

heartening to know most of them were happy and

comfortable with ongoing Covid precautions in the base

with all day today facilities available within the base. 

.

.

.

.

.

.

After gradual opening of lockdown it has
indeed been a period of great satisfaction
to carry forward all NWWA activities towards
the welfare of ladies & families by conducting
online and small get together events. I would
also like to thank all the officers and sailors
for providing support and encouragement to
their families.                                                 

We have completed 30 years of NWWA
Kat tabo mman on 20t h Octobe r 202 0.
I would like to pay my tribute to previous
Presidents and NWWA committee members
for their immense contribution over the years.
I along with my team intend to build upon the
strong foundation laid by our predecessors
and take NWWA KBN forward in all its
endeavors.                                                    

I am grateful to all ladies of Kattabomman for
their active participation in various activities
throughout the year.                                     

Heartiest congratulations to the editorial team
of Sanchaar and all the members and
contributors who have worked hard for this
delightful edition.                                            

Looking forward to wonderful and healthy
times ahead in this Blissful Natural Habitat.
Good wishes to all.

.

.

 .

.

Dear Ladies

Healthy and Happy New year 2021!!

Prairna Sharma
President, NWWA, INS Kattabomman
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30 YEARS OF NWWA KATTABOMMAN

Nwwa Kattabomman has grown in leaps and bounds since the commissioning of the unit by the then

President of India, Shri R.Venkataraman. The First Lady of the base was Mrs. Sikha Mukherjee in the

year 1990. The base is blessed with a wide variety of flora and fauna encompassing an ecosystem that

freshens the mind and relaxes the body. Social outreach programmes like visits to orphanage and old

age homes have been given due importance to ensure contribution from the community. Regular

competitions have been held for the ladies to tingle their minds and bodies. NWWA Kattabomman has

thus stood the test of time and continues to be a pillar of strength for the Naval community. NWWA

Kattabomman also looks after the welfare of families of all service civilians, DSC and Project Amber
th

personnel posted here. We had recently celebrated our 30  anniversary and have taken forward the

legacy with full vigor by actively organizing all the major NWWA group activities this year.

Mrs Renu Sinsunwal

Mrs Ajitha Suresh

Mrs Shruti Jha

Mrs Kalpana Vishwanath

Mrs Nidhi Gupta

Mrs Poonam Kapoor

Mrs Himani Gairola

Mrs Meera Gadhvi

Mrs Shilpi Verma

Mrs Veena Venkatraman

Mrs Prairna Sharma

Mrs Marilyn Ravi Mrs Rajashree Jayaraj
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The year foregone was full of challenges for all of us. COVID -19 washed on our Naval shores and the entire
Naval community came together to fight this dreaded disease. We rose to the occasion and inspite of all the
hurdles, we, at NWWA, organised various events and workshops to keep the ladies of Kattabomman
entertained and happy.                                                                                                                                       

The magazine reflects our life during the times of corona virus and also some fun stuff. I would like to thank all
the ladies for their contribution to NWWA and a special shout out to the contributors of this magazine.
My special thanks to Mrs Prairna Sharma, President, NWWA, Kattabomman who has been steering all the
activities and also this edition of Varuni from behind the wheel. We had so much fun organising a plethora
of events for the ladies and kids which are reflected in this magazine through photographs.                               

This issue is also special in a way that we have completed 30 years at Kattabomman; a remarkable milestone
indeed. We have remembered all our past Presidents and their contributions that has brought our organisation
to the fore. We also have articles that reflect on the positivity the pandemic has brought out in us. Articles on
health and life experiences also adorn this magazine.                                                                                         

This pandemic has bought out a resolve in us and a mental fortitude that transcends petty worries. We have
once again proved that when we come together as a community and face the adversary, then the enemy
has no way but only the highway.

.

.

.

EDITOR'S NOTE

Mrs Sujata Ranawat Mrs Blessina Joseph
Secretary NWWA
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Visit of Mrs Devina Jain
President NWWA (ER) – Special Milan

20 Jan – 22 Jan 2020

Special Milan 'Colours of India'

'Saundarya' Beauty Parlour Inauguration

Naval Kindergarten School Paper Recycling Plant

J
an
ua
ry

Nellaiappar Temple Plantation
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NWWA DIWAS
F
eb
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y

Visit to Children Orphanage

Skating Competition for Children

Lecture on Marital Harmony

Sports Day - NWWA Diwas
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Visit of Mrs Geetha Ashok, President NWWA 
Special Milan, 11 March 2020

Crèche Unit Library

Special Milan 'Celebrating Women'

Table Tennis Arena Inauguration
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Tri-Colour Cooking Competition on the occasion of Independence Day

Rakhi Exhibition - Samudri Rakshabandhan Celebration

NWWA Ladies Stitching Mask Sakhi – One to One Connect
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CELEBRATING 30TH ANNIVERSARY

OF KATTABOMMAN

Special Milan –Tribute to Pillars of NWWA, Distribution of Abhinandan & Health Lecture

Nature Walk with Families Plantation Drive – Miyawaki Forest

Care Package to Conservancy workers 
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Nature Walk and a visit to unit's Nursery – Prakriti 

Visit to Orphanage - Sparsh Care Package to Conservancy workers

NAVY DAY CELEBRATIONS

Table Tennis competition for kids on the occasion of Children's Day

Diwali Rangoli Competition Gynecology Lecture 
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Inter Outlying Unit Competition
organised by NWWA Pragati, ENC

Video Conference with NWWA Pragati ENC rd
3  Position - Vegetable Carving 

st1  Position – Spice Jewellery
rd

3 Position – Spice Jewellery Consolation – Cloth Recycle

OUR PROUD WINNERS

Fancy Dress Competition for Naval KG – Republic Day 2021
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Fancy Dress Competition for Naval KG – Republic Day 2021

Exhibition Room - NKG Lecture on Safety at Home

Book Reading and Origami Workshop

There is no cosmetic for beauty like happiness
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A Memorable Journey

INS Kattabomman, a Naval base about which I never
heard before marriage became a life changing place.
I came here for the first time after marriage on
16 Sep. 2017. This place was known as a rural area,
but for me, any Defence area is neither rural nor urban.
It has its own environment. Being a fauji brat I have
been to many different places and found Kattabomman
to have the best environment to live especially when
you have a little one. From a newly wedded couple,
we became parent of a beautiful angel here. The
nature, freshness, greenery, pollution-free area and
above all the peace has taken my heart away. Though
corona has snatched lots of things from people but to
me it has given an opportunity to spend one more
golden year at this place. This base is full of flora &
fauna which can be seen in our residential area. It's
been more than three years but still if we get a chance
to spend our whole service life here, I would love to
stay here. I have become a mother and now my girl is
2.5 years old, so this place is precious to me and will be
in my memory till life end. With the blessings of Lord
Madaswamy, we had spent a wonderful time here.
I will leave Kattabomman with a very heavy heart.

Mrs Jyoti Singh
W/o Rituraj LEM (R)

MY QUARANTINE BLUES
       After having got the unique opportunity to serve with my husband at INS Kattabomman (which
again is a loooooonnnnngggg article by itself), it was time for him to venture for his appointment as
a Student Officer at DSSC, Wellington, while I held my ground stead till further orders. Thanks to
my Commanding Officer, I was granted leave and got to experience “Vacation in a Pandemic”, a
thought that I never dreamt will turn into reality. But the irony was, I focussed more on the first
word- “vacation” that half my wardrobe came along and now was going back untouched, credits
to the second word – “pandemic”.                                                                                                     

        With the music loaded and more masks plus sanitizer than people in the car, we started our
th

road trip as planned on 14  July 2020. With no one to horn or overtake, it was an accelerator press
ride except for the few check posts on the way. Thanks to the 'Gentleman' in uniform, I wasn't
troubled to do formalities, rather enjoyed the ordeal to squeeze the sanitizer off and on. After 8
hours of sojourn, we were scaling the heights of Nilgiri hills awestruck with the amused feelings of
a tourist. Few of the talking points were “hey see monkeys, Dense Fog is descending there, who
owns these tea estate, how do they get water here, should we invest in property here, what a golf
course, when can I come here again?  Blah… Blah… Blah”                                                            

      Entering into the 'Restricted area' (reminded of the caption 'Trespassers Will Be Trained Here'),
my eyes could not stop revolving 360 degrees like the vigilant Owl (apt ensign) registering the
vintage look of the grandeur buildings and serene environment. Finally, into the majestic gates
of the prestigious tri-services training establishment, which read in bold “Defence Services Staff
College – “War with wisdom “ my mind was flooded with army brat days memories. With a warm
reception, we completed the formalities with due regard to COVID precautions, which was
meticulously planned and executed by the team DSSC. 

.

 .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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After enjoying a bit of leg stretching, came the instruction to undergo Home Quarantine, “van vaas”,
for the next 14 days.                                                                                                                            

We moved into OMR-12, huge and had ample space even for a child to skate around. Coming from
plains, my son Daksh (4 and a half years) quizzed “Amma, why are there no fans” only to realise in few
hours that he actually required a room heater, a pun of life. Being the nomads, we were quick to settle
down and get the kitchen ops (kudos to my master chef – mother in law in action). Next few days of
quarantine was nothing but an experience of travelling in a four-men coupe in a train, all four of us
glued to our iPhone screens with intermittent internet and occasional glimpse of beautiful view from
the windows. Even, my brand new Iphone with no Wifi was just a notepad for planning the groceries
needed for the next meal and clicking and rejoicing rare sight of human or the abundant monkeys.
It felt, as if, life is a canvas painted in monochrome, with social animals caged for a never ending saga. 

Suddenly, came the 'good news'. We were asked to shift from one bogie to another. This ushered in
happy change to our otherwise monotonous stay and we needed it badly during this quarantine. Even
my son could not resist getting his trolley bag down and happily started packing his stuff. I literally
stepped into the 'outside world' taking baby steps to completely immerse in the happiness and this time
tried to settle down slowly (for obvious reasons).                                                                                     

Again the kind winds swayed and after a long struggle, had one of the internet service providers at our
doors. But I think, Saturn crossed Jupiter, my husband unhappy with their laid back response was
about to turn them down. I literally dragged my better half to the other end and explained living in
Stone-age life in digital era. Credits to me, that night, we watched the latest amazon prime exclusive
release “Shakuntla Devi”.                                                                                                                           

The day of release (quarantine over), turned out more eventful than planned. In the morning, we started
with a window down drive around the base which was super liberating and then in the evening, planned
for a normal stroll down the hill. Decked in nice clothes (using my wardrobe finally) we three started to
trickle down the slope adjacent to Wellington hall. Totally into some stupid conversation (as usual), pulling
each other's leg, I accidentally missed a step, ended up twisting my ankle and just settled on the platform. 

My son cried out “Bison, Bison”. Yeah, forgetting my ankle pain, I had my heart in my mouth, seeing the
charging Bison in close vicinity (with its tight muscles and huge size), fear did engulf me. If this wasn't
enough, suddenly in the next frame, seen a buddy holding an angry, ferociously barking, German
Shepherd in one hand and a big stone on the other, shooing the mighty bison. Really? That's the best
you got in life, I strongly follow this policy, “Don't psyche others, others won't psyche you”. Thanks to my
husband's quick reaction, he immediately shouted out to him to stop, and started to cross to other side
with our son. With my mind in temporary paralysis, it was LIFE or LEG. Finally, with blood rushing to my
brain, I dragged myself diagonally on the other side, with the mighty mammal looking right into my eyes.
The moment the hair pin bend got over and Bison was off eye limit, my miraculous body got the pain back. 

Seriously, here I learnt three life lessons - Life can change in any fraction of second, other side of grass
is never GREEN and wife is no longer the first love of your husband.

.

.

.

Lt Cdr K Divya
NWWA Co-ordinator
INS Kattabomman 

With lovely quarantine memories and amazing family time, I head back

to my proud unit, INS Kattabomman with my son and mother-in-law

(pillar of strength). Kudos to the support and backbone of my unit

family that the feeling of separation does not even sink in, which is

indeed the charm of being part of the defence forces. I would like end

by defining life in Indian Navy - “A LIFESTYLE BY ITSELF – LIVE IT

TO EXPERIENCE IT”.
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1. The worthiest of all wealth.   “Health is Wealth”, a
proverb you probably heard over a hundred times but
realized its true meaning during the pandemic. I have
come to know that the wealthiest person in the whole
world is one who has a good heart, both literally and
metaphorically.                                                            

2. You don't have to treat the MI Room like your
in-laws place.   My daughter had a small rash and
typically, I would go screaming to the MI Room to
pick the Surgeon's head who in turn would prescribe
a medicine that would put all your chemistry
knowledge to shame. This time, Ijust applied coconut
oil and it worked like magic, slow but steady.              

3. Hygiene (High Jean) is not a fashion.   Remember
the good old days when the first thing we did after
returning from school or playing is wash our hands
and legs?? Well, this trend is back in fashion ladies.

.

.

10 THINGS I LEARNT DURING THE PANDEMIC

4. Exotic food is not always found in fancy places.
I qualified to expert from novice as per the words of my better half (may be just ploy all husbands play on
their wives) in the cooking department. I became an expert baker and pushed my culinary skills to the limits.

5.The easiest way to a Man's Heart is through his Stomach.   I realized that good food and romance are
synonymous (is it true with all husbands??? If yes, why God why!!??) Our Hotel Anna lost a little business
and I got some extra real estate in my husband's heart.                                                                                  

6. Plants have life (I dint mean biologically).   I learnt the language of the flowers just by talking to them.
Absurd, right??? The light heartedness and the connection you feel when you talk to plants is priceless.
It's an emotion that my pen cannot scribble, absolutely out of the world.                                                         

7. I am wealthier than I think.   Our maid was having some turbulent finances and the lockdown just added
insult to injury. My husband and I wiped off every last rupee in our account and gave it to her without asking
anything in return. Both of us had zero in all our bank account for over a fortnight and we felt rich and
happy, something I doubt even Jeff Bezos wouldn't have felt.                                                                       

8. A Harmonial community is a pillar of strength.   Civilization flourished in the part when communal
harmony was its divining force. At NWWA, we made and distributed masks at the beginning of the pandemic
when everything was out of stock. We also distributed ration to the needy by contribution from the entire
community. Lifting each other up during tough times has created a strong social bond. An invisible adhesive
among families that I'll cherish forever.                                                                                                             

9. Make-up and Beauty.   I could have gifted a Range Rover to my husband if I had saved all the money
I spent on beauty services and products. Mother Nature got my attention to use the kitchen ingredients as
a one stop solution for all beauty needs.                                                                                                      

10. The Half-Full argument.   This is probably the best lesson I have been taught by the pandemic, “Count
your blessings” and you will feel like the luckiest person on the planet. I have my beautiful little world which
is part of a bigger world and when I make my own world beautiful, then the whole world becomes paradise.

.

.

 .

.

 .

Mrs Blessina J



1. Avoid all kinds of fad diets be it keto, 30 days diet, the shake regime etc. My best advice is to stay as
far as possible away from these diets as they often deprive our physical and mental wellbeing from its
optimal functioning.                                                                                                                               
2. Start your day with a smoothie. Over a period of time I have become addicted to the smoothie regime.
It's  wholesome meal, natural way towards body healing and of course a morning dose of all the micro
and macro nutrients. But how to make a balanced smoothie??? So here is the simple recipe… 
3. Two cups of seasonal veggies + 1 cup of seasonal fruit + pinch of ashwagandha + pinch of moringa
leaves powder + coconut shavings (for collagen) + peanut butter or ghee 1 teaspoon.. Blend it well.
One may use a normal water, coconut water or almond milk as the base for the smoothie. Squeeze
lemon on top and add some black salt to it and top up with chia seeds and flex seeds and drink that
wholesome meal.                                                                                                                                     
4. I have myself been on this smoothie regime for now 6 months. So let me tell you what all it has changed
for me. My haemoglobin levels have risen faster than I thought, my hair have grown longer, my energy
levels are maintained throughout the day and I don't feel exhausted and no bloating.                                  
5. A smoothie a day can be an excellent solution for those suffering from Irritable bowel syndrome,
nutritional deficiencies , dandruff, dull and frizzy hair, constipation and not to forget these are belly fat
busters too. So add that smoothie to your diet post work out and see that lower belly fat burning faster. 
6. Ashwagandha is excellent for our nervous system, Moringa leaves powder is the richest source of Vit C,
flex seeds are the richest source of Calcium and omega 3 fatty acids. And ofcourse the seasonal fruits
and vegetables are going to provide your body with all the micro and macro nutrients required to build your
immunity for that particular season and not to forget all the fiber and water content that you are adding to
your diet. One can add any vegetable available in the season. Remember the mantra “Eat local, think global.
“Consumption of local and seasonally available fruits and vegetables will not only help you build your
immune system,  avoid entry of unreasonable amount of insecticides and pesticides in your body but also
help our farmer's community to grow food in the most sustainable manner.                                                
7. I have seen lot of companies promoting their morning smoothie powders, mostly international multi
level marketing companies. My suggestion would be to avoid these drinks as they have artificial
preservatives and those are detrimental to our health, especially for women. Your body is your only lifetime
companion, better take good care of it. So experiment these smoothies for a months time and see the
changes in your hair, skin, and energy levels. Allow your body to heal naturally.

   .

   ..

.

 ..

HEALTH IS WEALTH
My body is my only home. 
The wonders of a smoothie!! 
Healthy outside begins with healthy inside. This is a very powerful statement 
and sums up all the knowledge that one needs to know on being healthy. Very
often our attention is on outward things like what supplements to take, which
face pack to apply, which hair spa crème to use etc. However, a lot of good
health has got to do with what we put inside our bodies than what is done on
the outside. It has been rightly said that we must take utmost care of our bod
it's the only lifelong companion one has. So here I am sharing some health tips
that I have myself practiced and seen changes in my own body. In this article
I will be sharing insight into wonders of a smoothie, a regime that
changed my life.  So here we go

Dr. Bhavana Sharma 9108039430 | akeribhavanasharma@gmail.com
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                  There is no love in this world more sincere than the love 

of food. If u have heard this before, chances are you are listening

to yourself. Cooking is a subtle art, science and for me, a 

lifelong passion (minus the cleaning part post cooking). It is the

most succulent of human pleasures. Mothers are always an 

inspiration when it comes to cooking and I am no different. My 

mom never had any recipe for cooking even the best of her dishes.

She believed that recipes are only themes, sort of guidelines; a

good cook can play around with the theme, improvise and create an

art out of food.

MY TRYST WITH COOKING

Cakes were an indulgence in the early 90s. My mom would sincerely collect the cream from the milk
over a period of six months, churn it into butter and then we would start the cake making process.
Baking was a family affair at home wherein we huddled in a circle in the kitchen floor and each of us
had our own responsibility. My dad was the churn master and my mother was the cake champion.
We had a churning staff for mixing and an electric oven for baking. My mother would carefully weigh the
ingredients and my sister would gradually pour it into the mixing bowl on which my Dad's years of push
ups were put to use. My duty was to beat the hell out of the egg whites till they turned frothy. The best
part of this entire process for me was two things; firstly the left over batter sticking to the mixing bowl
(which my sister and I get to lick) and secondly the aroma of cake like a garden of jasmines. This exact
moment is when I fell in love with cooking. The intimacy I feel when I peel a garlic clove, the splash of a
tadka, the sound of my knife running through an onion, the aroma of milk when it rises up, the hit I get
when I open a box of haldi and even the sound of a falling vessel reassures my love for cooking
everyday and transcends all boundaries.                                                                                                   

Cooking is also a great healer; for the own mind, body and relationships too. I still remember our first
fight post marriage. My wife locked herself up in the bedroom and as always it was my fault (I am at
fault in all future fights too!!!). I dashed to the kitchen, tawa fried a fish, poached an egg and whipped
some hollandaise sauce with which I drew a heart on the plate. I took this to my wife and when she saw
the effort and the heart (what is it with women and hearts??) she smiled and we ended our fight there
without any sorry (otherwise I would have to say a minimum of one thousand).                                    

If I had to express my emotions to anyone, I would cook for them. That's been my way of saying
'Thank you', 'love you' and 'I care for you'. Every ingredient with which we cook has a story and a
journey that we don't know and that's why we have to treat them with love. When the main ingredients
of your recipe are love and passion for cooking, then rest assured, your body will accept the food like
how the sea accepts the river.

.

  .

Lt Cdr Johan Dilip Samuel
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W/o ARUN KUMAR DIXIT, POEL(P)
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